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SUMMARY

Amniotic  fluid   from  fifty  women  soon  to  be
delivered,  or  already  in  labour,  was  analysed  in  the
Obstetric unit of University Teaching Hospital, Lusaka.
A  Bubble  Stability  Test  (Clements  et  al,1972)  and
cytological screening for maturity  (Sharma & Trussell,
1970)  was  carried  out  on  each  specimen.  The  latter
test has been  routinely  used  in  the  Obstetric unit for
three years. The intent was to discover which test was
the most useful indicator of fetal  maturity.

INTRODUCTION
Elective   interruption   of  the  gravid   state  and

delivery of the  fetus is practised to minimise the risks
of  unduty  prolonged  pregnancy  (Donald  1969).  Cer-
tain   complications  of  pregnancy  are  also  best  dealt
with by elective delivery before, or at, term.  It is there-
fore  necessary to predict fetal maturity with accuracy
as   mistaken    iatrogenic   premature   delivery   carries
n.sks  to  the fetus.  These  problems were  instrumental
in  starting the search for accurate means of predicting
fetal maturity.

The  Bubble  Stability Test indicates if sufficient
surfactant  is  present  in  the fetal  lung  to  prevent the
onset   of   the   fetal    idiopathic   respiratory   distress
syndrome.

Cytological  screening  attempts  to predict fetal
maturity  by  demonstrating  the  presence  of  lipid  in
mature fetal squames.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Aminiotic fluid was obtained by trans-abdominal

amniocentesis,  usually via the suprapubic  route  after
displacement of the fetal head.

The   bubble   stability   test  was   performed   by
mixing  liquor  amnii,  saline,  ethanol,  and  shaking  the
mixture.  After  15  minutes  the presence of bubbles at
meniscus  denotes  a  positive  test and  therefore  suffi-
cient surfactant  in  the fetal  lung. Absence of bubbles
indicates a negative test.

Specimens for cytology are treated  in the follow-
ing  way.  To  one  drop  of amniotic fluid  is added one
drop  0.1%  Nile  Blue Sulphate and  these are mixed  on
a  slide  for  one  minute. When a cover slip  is added  the
specimen  is viewed  under a micrscope using a magni-
fication  factor of loo. Two hundred cells are counted
and the percentage of orange cells noted. The presence
of free  fat globules and  lanugo  hair  are  also  noted  as
these  also  indicate  maturity.   Meconium  if  present  is
commented upon.

A    maturity    reading    is    then    assigned    after
reference  to   the  Cytology   Fetal   Maturity   chart  of
Sharma and Trussell  (1970).

RESULTS

Of the fifty patients in the survey only eighteen
of  the  patients  were  sure  of their dates.  Of these  18
patients the predictive values of cytology reading were
incorrect  in  12  instances.  Six  samples  were  incorrect
by  a  factor  of  one  week. Three  were  incorrect by  a
2  week  factor.  Two  were  incorrect by  3  weeks.  One
sample  was  4  weeks  incorrect  and  the  last  was  five
weeks  incorrect. Of the  latter two,  the  test  incorrect
by  4 weeks was  underpredicted  i.e.  36  weeks instead
of term,  and  in  the  second,  the  sample was over pre-
dicted i.e. 42 weeks instead of 37.  Fetal weights corre-
lated  with  the dates given  rather than  with  the  cyto-
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lqgy readings.
Of   the   eighteen   patients   with   known   dates,

four  were  postmature  but  cytological  reading  were
preterm  of 3  of these. One patient who was term  plus
eighteen days was predicted as 39-40 weeks.

As expected, the survey showed  that there is no
correlation between fetal weight and cytological  matu-
rity.  (Table  1 ).

In  the  40-41  week  cytological  maturity  zone,
eight  babies  weighed   2500  grammes  or  less.  Even  if
the  cytological  readings  are  taken  to  have  a  built-in
miscalculation  of 1 -2 weeks seven of the babies must
be taken to be dysmature.

TABLE

ncy  are  the  best  guides to  fetal  maturity  (Alderman
1975).  Unfortunately, many women fail to remember
the date of their last menstrual  period.  Irregular mens-
trual  cycles,  and  conception  prior  to  return  of mens-
truation post-abortion or post-delivery, cause problems
Use  of  the  contraceptive  pill  can  likewise  cloud  the
issue,  as some  patients  experience  anovulatory cycles
for   some   months  following  discontinuation   of  the
contraceptive  pill  (Beazley and  Underhill  1971 ).

`Quickening'   may   be  a  guide  to  maturity  but

is  unreliable.  The  assessment  of  fundal  height or esti-
mations  of fetal weightby clinical assessment are only
a  rough  guide  to  maturity  (Beazley  1970).  The accu-

1

CYTOLOGY

Weeks Weight   (Grammes) BST lRDS NumberofPatients.

6
Less   than    36 1000   -   2700 2-ve 2    (died)

36 - 37 2100 -4000 2-ve 1 7

37 - 38 2380 - 3340 +ve 0 6

38 - 39 2280 - 2900 +ve 0 7

39 - 40 3000 - 4200 +ve 0 9

40 - 41 1120 - 3350 +ve 0 15

41 - 42 2800 - 3100 +ve 0 5I

From  our  sampling  it  appears  that cytological           racy  of the  assessments are  a factor  of the clinicians
experience.
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FIG.  I

FIG.11

The  arrow points to a lone mature fetal squame surrounded  by immature sqowmes Maturity is less the 36 weeks
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The  bubble  stability  test was very  accurate in
our hands, Positive tests were a definite indication of
fetal  lung maturity. The test is one of functional fetal
maturity and is therefore a superior test to the cytolc+
gical maturity test.

Both tests may be inaccurate in the presence of
poly-hydramnios.

It must be remembered that amniocentesis car-
ries potential hazards to the mother of haemmorhnge,
infection,   rhesus   iso-immunization    and   premature
labour.   Fetal  complications  include,  trauma  to  the
fetus, fetal bleeding, and  Of course premature lalbour
(Fairweather and Eskes 1973).

The   incidence  of  compl.roations   is  placed  at
under  1% by Nadler and  Gerbie  (1971 ). No apparent
complications  occurred  on our series.  Amniocentesis
should  be  limited  to  those  cases  in which  there is a
clear indication.

In conclusion we feel  that cytolngical maturity
readings  are  worth  performing  in  cases  of  suspect
dysmaturity.  For the prediction of fefal maturity the
bubble stability tests is the superior test. It accurately
predicts functional lung maturity, and is the test of
choice.

Further studies  in dysmaturity are necessary in
Zambia as the incidence appears to be high.
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